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Key equations and Physics Background

1. Predicting rotation velocities as a function of radius from a galaxy

Assume that a test particle of mass m is in orbit with a radius of r around a galaxy with mass
M with a velocity vrot. In this case, the centripetal force, FC equals the gravitational force,
FG and that can be expressed as:

FG = FC =⇒ GMm

r2
=
mv2rot
r

where G is the gravitational constant. This means we can easily predict the velocity at any
radii by solving for v:

GMm

r2
=
mv2rot
r
⇔ GM

r
= v2rot ⇔ vrot =

√
GM

r
∝ 1√

r

If we know the mass of the galaxy, M , then we can make very accurate predictions for how
the velocity vrot should vary beyond a radius that contains all the M . You can make these
predictions by running the script Plot Predictions.py:

python Plot Predictions.py

and selecting what galaxy you want to predict this for. The script already knows the mass M
of that galaxy and applies the equation above to predict vrot as a function of r:
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2. Using the force (Physics) and the Doppler effect to measure vrot with
spectroscopy and to distinguish rotation from expansion of the Universe

We (you) have a prediction and we can now test it with observations of the real Universe. We
need a way to measure vrot.

If we use the Doppler effect, we can transform any blue-shift or red-shift from different parts
of a galaxy into velocities. For a moving object with a velocity much smaller than the speed
of light we know that:

vobs
c

=
∆λ

λ0
=

(λobs − λ0)
λ0

This means that we can use spectroscopy to split light in a range of wavelengths, identify
specific features in a spectrum from transitions of atoms of hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen or
sulphur, compare those with wavelengths measured in the lab (rest-frame, λ0) and measure the
observed wavelengths. Some of the common lines are shown below:

2.1 The observed doppler velocity vobs from a galaxy and what it means:

The velocity that we can “observe” in the wavelength shifts of light, vobs, is not just from a
galaxy rotating. Actually, almost all galaxies appear to be moving away from us due to the
expansion of the Universe that continuously creates space between us and distant galaxies.
This means that the observed velocity from any part of a galaxy will be given by:

vobs = vz,expansion + vrotation,observed



2.2 Removing the contribution from the Universe’s expansion to vobs:

In order to measure vrotation,observed we need a way to remove (subtract) vz,expansion. We can
do this by taking a spectrum of the central part of the galaxy at r ≈ 0 kpc1. This is because
at r ≈ 0 kpc we can assume there is no rotation and thus vobs,0kpc = vz,expansion. Therefore, for
r = 0 kpc:

vobs = vz,expansion = c
(λobs − λ0)

λ0

Which means that we can subtract this vz,expansion from vobs at any other radii r:

vrotation,observed,r = vobs,r − vz,expansion = vobs,r − vobs,r=0kpc

2.3 Obtaining the rotation velocity rrot:

The observed rotation velocity vrotation,observed will depend on the projection. If a galaxy is
rotating on the plane of the sky we will not be able to see any red-shifted or blue-shifted light
from different regions of the galaxy. Only if the galaxy is inclined by an angle i in respect to
the plane of the sky will we be able to measure a projection of vrotation,observed, with:

vrotation,observed = vrot sin(i)

If i = 0 then vrotation,observed = 0. Fortunately, it is easy to find galaxies for which i > 0!
Therefore, once we measure vrotation,observed, we obtain the real intrinsic vrot by:

vrot(r) =
vrotation,observed(r)

sin(i)
= c
((λobs(r)− λ0)

λ0
− (λobs(r = 0)− λ0)

λ0

)

In order to see how galaxies rotate as a function of r we need to perform this measurement at
various r. By measuring the red-shift and blue-shifts of different lines at each r we can also
obtain even more reliable measurements and minimise any errors.

Will the real measurements match with predictions? If so, what may they be telling us? Write
down your notes below:
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1kpc is a distant measurement in Astronomy, based on parallax to nearby stars, where 1 pc= 3.086× 1016 m.


